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Parish of Egham Parish Forum 10th May 2016

• Introduction & Welcome Moritz Gregory

• Opening Prayer Fr. Hugh Flower

• Our journey so far Moritz Gregory

• Summary of Analysis Paul Myers

• Open Forum All

• Close
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Agenda
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Come Holy Spirit, fill the hearts of your faithful and kindle in 

them the fire of your love. Send forth your Spirit and they 

shall be created and You shall renew the face of the earth. 

O God, who by the light of the Holy Spirit, did instruct the 

hearts of the faithful, grant that by the same Holy Spirit we 

may be truly wise and ever enjoy His consolations, Through 

Christ Our Lord, Amen.
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Opening Prayer
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• In the context of our current situation, our current physical plant is not 
sustainable into the next decade. As a parish, we need to think and 
discuss the best path forward, especially regarding the parish buildings 
themselves that will support our spiritual vision to be a community of faith, 
a community of charity, a worshipping community, a missionary and 
evangelistic community and a community which seeks to be a sign of the 
holiness of God to those around us. And we need to strive for a solution 
that will be with the parish for generations to come.

• There are many options and opportunities for us to examine. 

• Your parish planning committee has begun that process. The options 
range from property exchanges to property sales and new building.

• We have committed to nothing but simply have begun exploring the 
process of what may be viable in the context of our resources and needs.
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Background to Forum
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• Input from all parts of the Parish
• Many meetings held across the parish since 2014

• Parish Forum - 2014

• Deanery Meetings

• Small group meetings across the Parish

• Individual feedback (verbal and written)

• Parish Teams
• Finance Team (and sub-committee running workshops, research and analysis into various 

options)

• Pastoral Team 

• Consultation Paper
• Circulated in February 2016 across the Parish

• Preparing us for this 2016 Parish Forum
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Our journey so far



Summary of research to date
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Our summary service model
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Who we 
work with

What we do Who we are

Mass Events

Sacramental 
Development

Self-
starting/ 
informal

Drop in/ 
Help

Necessary/ behind the 
scenes

Groups 
beyond our 

parish

We, the 
people of our 
parish, with 
our different 
needs/ roles
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Receiving

Detailed version of the Service Model
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Who we work with What we do People in PoE

Group Worship

Sacramental Development

Self-starting/ informal

Drop in/ Help

Necessary/ behind the scenes

Groups beyond our parish Providing

Finance

Mass, Confession
Benediction

Baptism, First Communion, Confirmation, 
Wedding, Sacrament of Sick, Funeral

Buildings, 
Facilities

Secretarial

Ministers
Laity in a 
ministry

Mass goers
Candidates for 

sacraments
Family

Preparing for 
sacraments 
and  family

Ministers
Catechists
Laity in a 
ministry

Preparing Candidates/ Parents for 
Baptism, First Communion, 

Confirmation, Wedding

Sick, dying 
and  family

S
pi

rit
ua

l
S

oc
ia

l, 
C

om
m

un
ity Organisers, 

helpers
Looking to  
chat/ share

Looking for 
help/ support  

B
ac

k 
O

ffi
ce

Ministers, 
Laity to help

All of us
People 

offering skills

Deanery

Visiting/ 
Support

Counselling, 
Advice

Knit and 
Natter

Parish social

Prayer etc
Special events, 

pilgrimages

Community
Services

Local Christian  
Communities

Diocese

Emergency 
services

Charities/ 
Voluntary

End of life 
Services

Nursing/ Care 
Homes

Local agencies

Local Catholic 
Communities

Schools

NHS

Banks 

Utilities Property 
services

Retailers
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Comments on the Service Model
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It can be used to generate and maybe help answer questions 

• Related to our scope (see next)

• What are we doing now

• How does our Operating Model support us and how might it support us better

• Unrelated to our current scope (to consider property options)

• What else should we be doing now

• How might we reorganise our services in response to further change?

• How do we compare to other churches in the Deanery – and how could we 

work more closely with them

• How could we make better use of the talent in our parish?

• How do we foster better community/ links to the area/ .. …
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B.1   Property analysis using our Operating Model
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These are broad, qualitative (not numerical), without any new financial analysis. For 

each of the broad parish activities (horizontal bands) of our Operating Model

a) If we have a single church, how does it help or compromise the services we offer, if 

we 

• Move to one of the existing churches of PoE

• (construct and then..) Move to a new church

b) How does having two churches (as per now) or three (if we had to “merge” again 

within the Deanery compare to moving to a new church ? 

Doe this help or compromise the services we offer
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a) Comparing one of existing; with a new church
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Having one of the existing Having a new church

Group 
Worship

Comfort of 
familiarity

Half the people 
will be happy

A chance for a purpose 
built, sustainable facility

Reduce overhead New start – the Easter 
people

Maintenance free for 
period of time

There are good 
memories 
associated with 
current buildings

Supports people’s 
emotional 
attachments

Better environment
• Line of sight
• Heating/ acoustics
• Quiet zones

We need a new 
building because the 
two old ones would 
need repair

Everyone would have 
a new beginning – no 
history!

More options to be 
creative with capital

We don’t have to 
divide a community –
common purpose

We used Post It notes to generate as many arguments in favour for each option

It really only affects Group Worship

Having one of the existing Having a new church

Group Worship 4 9

The  qualitative  comparison (no figures or “weighting”) shows that moving to a new 

church is better

• Better for Group Worship – more than twice as many arguments
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b) Comparing two/ three churches vs a new church
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Having two – three churches Having a new church

Group 
Worship

More roles for 
parishioners (readers 
etc)

Less travel for 
parishioners to 
their local church

Puts us in a new place to 
form a community

Takes out white 
noise/  negative 
behaviour

Larger congregation 
and better for youth

Retains continuity (less 
risk of loss of 
parishioners)

Different types of 
worship from 2/ 3 
groups not one

Easier to build community Less selfish Larger group will 
feel more 
empowered

More supportive

Familiar surrounding so 
will feel more like 
attending

People care 
about staying in 
one place

Less travel for helpers/ 
ministers

Less nomadic Easier to organise  -
arrange one date 
and not 2/3

Sacramental
Development

People can choose from 2/  3 sites Easier having everything 
in one place

Easier for kids in 
schools not within 
parish boundaries

Only need one set 
of catechists to 
meet at one site

Easier to recruit from 
larger pool of volunteers

More total
community driven

Single focus –
easier logistics and 
planning

Drop in help; 
and Self 
Starting

More likely to know fellow parishioners Easier to know where the priest will be, 
one place to contact priest/get help

Easier to meet more people

Concentrate resource Multiple agency supports 
single location

Back Office None Financially better – not 
death by a 1000 cuts

Save time so gives 
resource

New site is “more 
fitting”

We used Post It notes to generate as many arguments in favour for each option, for each 

aspect of parish activity
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b) In summary
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Having two – three 
churches

Having a new church

Group Worship 6 10

Sacramental Development 1 6

Drop in help; and Self 
Starting

1 4

Back Office 0 3

Total 8 23

The  qualitative  comparison (no figures or “weighting”) shows that moving to a new 

church is better

• Conclusively overall – with three times as many arguments in favour

• Better for Group Worship and overwhelmingly better for all other aspects
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C. Next steps – the Plan
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1. What are the ways forward? Consider also 

1. Risks/ “resilience”

2. Interim measures – what to do before final state is ready. E.g. 

1. If new build, 

2. sell EG, move to EH, till new build ready



Open Forum  / Q&A
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